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Abstract 

In opportunistic networks, selfish nodes will refuse to forward messages for others to 

save their precious resources such as bandwidth, buffer and energy, and the system 

performance will degrade significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to motivate the selfish 

nodes to cooperatively forward messages. However, current cooperation mechanisms for 

opportunistic networks mainly focus on encouraging nodes to participate in message 

forwarding, but fail to consider the node congestion problem. When many messages are 

forwarded to the nodes with high connection degree, these nodes will become congested 

and discard most messages, which will seriously degrade the routing performance. To 

stimulate the selfish nodes with limited buffer to cooperatively forward messages, this 

paper proposes a congestion-aware node cooperation mechanism based on double 

auction, called CANCMDA. In CANCMDA, nodes first determine the self congestion 

degree according to current free buffer and message receiving speed. Then, combining 

message delivery probability and congestion degree, nodes trade messages based on 

double auction model. The double auction trade process is a bayesian game, and nodes 

get the optimal bid by solving the bayesian equilibrium to trade messages. The 

experimental results show that CANCMDA can effectively stimulate selfish nodes to 

cooperatively forward messages when congested, and achieves higher message delivery 

ratio with lower overhead ratio, compared with other mechanisms. 

 

Keywords: Opportunistic networks, selfish, congestion, double auction, bayesian game 

 

1. Introduction 

Opportunistic networks are one of the most interesting evolutions of MANETs. In 

opportunistic networks, mobile nodes are enabled to communicate with each other even if 

a route connecting them never exists [1]. Possible application scenarios of opportunistic 

networks include wildlife monitoring, pocket switched networks, and bringing 

connectivity to rural areas etc.  

There is often no complete path in opportunistic networks, so node communication in 

opportunistic networks is based on the store-carry-and-forward paradigm, i.e., a node 

needs to temporarily store and carry messages until encountering another node more 

suitable to bring the message to destination node. To deliver the messages effectively, 

many data forwarding and dissemination protocols such as Epidemic [2], Two-Hop [3], 

Binary Spray and Wait [4], Delegate [5], SimBet[6], ContentPlace[7], have been proposed. 

But the above protocols depend on the hypothesis that nodes are ready to forward 

messages for each other. The performance of these protocols will degrade seriously, when 

the selfish nodes refuse to forward messages for others, to save their precious resources 

such as energy, buffer, bandwidth etc. [8-9]. Therefore, it is imperative to design an 

effective node cooperation mechanism to achieve the cooperation among nodes. 
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At present, some node cooperation mechanisms [10-17] have been proposed, but these 

mechanisms just focus on how to encourage nodes to deliver messages to other nodes 

with higher delivery probability, without considering the node congestion problem. Some 

researches [18,19] have shown that in forwarding routing, most messages will be 

forwarded to the nodes with high connection degree, resulting in the unbalanced load 

among nodes. Then the nodes with high connection degree will become congested and 

discard most of the messages due to the limited buffer, which will seriously degrade the 

routing performance. To stimulate the selfish nodes to cooperatively forward messages 

and reduce the impact of node congestion, we propose CANCMDA, a congestion-aware 

node cooperation mechanism based on double auction for opportunistic networks. In the 

mechanism, nodes calculate the message expectation values according to the message 

delivery probability and node congestion degree. Then nodes will trade the messages 

based on double auction to obtain more profits. By trading, messages of a node with high 

congestion degree will be transferred to another one with high delivery probability and 

low congestion degree, and finally to the destination node. The double auction trade 

process is a bayesian game, and nodes get the optimal bid by solving the bayesian 

equilibrium to trade messages, thereby achieving the cooperation. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 

1) We propose CANCMDA, a congestion-aware node cooperation mechanism based 

on double auction for opportunistic networks. 

2) We propose a way to calculate the message expectation value combining message 

delivery probability and congestion degree. A method to calculate the node congestion 

degree is also proposed according to current free buffer and message receiving speed. 

3) We propose a double auction model for nodes to trade messages based on the 

message expectation value. The double auction process is a bayesian game, and the 

bayesian equilibrium is solved. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work. 

We present the system model in Section 3. We describe the cooperation mechanism 

CANCMDA in Section 4 and the simulation results of CANCMDA are given in Section 5. 

We conclude in Section 6. 

 

2. Related Work 

The problem of selfishness in opportunistic networks has attracted the attention of 

many researchers recently. In [8], the authors explore the impact of node cooperation on 

some representative routing algorithms of Epidemic, Two-Hop, Binary Spray and Wait 

for DTNs. It demonstrates a simple incentive mechanism that incorporates the 

cooperation degree can help improve the effectiveness of the three routing algorithms. In 

[9], the authors investigate how the selfish behavior of nodes affects the performance of 

DTN multicast. It demonstrates that the selfishness of not forwarding messages increases 

the message transmission delay and cost. 

For the nodes selfishness, the authors in [10] propose a barter-based cooperation 

mechanism to increase the message delivery ratio in opportunistic networks. If a node 

misses any primary message, it can barter its secondary messages for primary messages 

with an encountered node, provided that they have complementary sets of primary and 

secondary messages. In [11], the authors propose a mechanism, called MuRIS, to allow 

nodes to cooperatively deliver information of interest to one another via chosen paths 

utilizing few transmissions. In [12], the authors present an incentive and privacy-aware 

data dissemination (IPAD) mechanism for opportunistic networks, not only to exploit 

how to protect mobile node’s identity privacy, location privacy and social profile privacy, 

but also to provide a secure incentive for privacy-aware data dissemination. [10-12] focus 

on the data dissemination mechanism of one-to-many communication paradigm, different 

from the CANCMDA designed for the single-copy routing protocol. 
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In [13], for the node selfishness, the authors propose a node cooperation mechanism 

Give2Get. In Give2Get, the forwarding node needs to provide the relay proof for the 

source node, if a message is dropped and the forwarding node cannot provide the relay 

proof, then the source node will notify the central authority and the forwarding node will 

be excluded from the system. In [14], the authors propose a credit-based incentive system, 

called MobiCent, to stimulate DTN selfish nodes to cooperatively forward messages for 

others. MobiCent also provides different payment mechanisms to cater to client that wants 

to minimize either payment or delivery delay. In [15], the authors propose two credit-

based rewarding mechanisms, called earliest path singular rewarding mechanism and 

earliest path cumulative rewarding mechanism respectively, to ensure the nodes truthfully 

forward messages. The proposed rewarding mechanisms can prevent selfish nodes from 

having malicious behaviors, such as edge insertion attack, edge removal attack, and 

content modification attack. In [16], the authors propose a secure multilayer credit-based 

incentive mechanism Smart, to stimulate cooperation among DTN nodes. In Smart, a 

layered coins model is presented and serves as virtual currency to pay for the relays who 

participate in forwarding messages. In [17], the authors propose Multicent, a game 

theoretical incentive mechanism that not only provides cooperative incentive but also 

encourages nodes to follow defined rules to realize the desired performance objective. 

The above cooperation mechanisms only motivate nodes to deliver messages to other 

nodes with higher delivery probability, without considering the node congestion problem. 

So we design a congestion-aware node cooperation mechanism based on double auction 

for opportunistic networks to improve the routing performance when nodes are congested. 

 

3. System Model  

As shown in Figure 1, the components of the system model are:  

TTP (Trusted Third Party) as the central authority is responsible for issuing public 

and private keys and completing the verification and credit clearance service for mobile 

nodes. 

Fixed Network, including Internet and wireless Access Points (AP), is responsible for 

connecting the mobile nodes and TTP. Mobile nodes can obtain public and private keys 

from the TTP via AP and Internet. When encountering the AP, the nodes will send the 

trade tickets to TTP by AP, then the TTP will achieve the credit clearance for mobile 

nodes. 

 

Internet

N2

TTP

N3

N1

N5

N7

N6

N4

AP

Node encounter

 

Figure 1. Overview of CANCMDA System Model 

Mobile Nodes N1-N7 in Figure 1 denotes some pedestrians who carry the equipments 

with the function of Bluetooth and WIFI. The mobile nodes send the messages such as 
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traffic and location to others. When a message is delivered to the destination node, the 

destination node will pay one credit for the last forwarding node. Because a node will pay 

some credits when receiving messages, it has to forward messages for other nodes to 

obtain more credits when having enough resource. 

 

4. Cooperation Mechanism based on Double Auction 
 

4.1. Cooperation Mechanism Overview 

When two nodes encounter, they calculate the message expectation values for a 

message according to the message delivery probability and node congestion degree. If a 

node’s message expectation value is smaller, it can sell the message to the other node with 

larger expectation value. By the trading, the node with high congestion degree can send 

the message to the node with high delivery probability and low congestion degree, to 

prevent the message from being dropped. 

Assuming nodes Ni and Nj encounter, the congestion-aware cooperation mechanism 

based on double auction is shown in Figure 2, it includes the following steps: 

1) Both nodes exchange message lists Li, Lj for each other. 

2) For the message mi in list Li of node Ni, nodes Ni and Nj calculate the message 

expectation values for message mi according to the message delivery probability and 

congestion degree respectively. If the message expectation value of Nj is larger than Ni , 

then nodes Ni and Nj will trade mi by the double auction model. The process of message mj 

in list Lj of node Nj is same as message mi. 

3) If the trade is succeeded, then message mi is added to the send set SendSi, otherwise 

another message will be traded. The trade of messages in node Nj is same. 

4) Nodes send messages to each other in accordance with the message sequence in send 

set SendSi and SendSj.  

Select a message in list

Is the message 

expectation value smaller 

than  other ？

Calculate the message 

expectation value

Exchange the message list

No

Trade by the double auction 

Is the trade succeeded？

Add the message to the send 

set

Yes

No

Yes

 

Figure 2. CANCMDA Mechanism Flow Chart 
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When a message is successfully delivered to a buyer node, the buyer node will generate 

a trade ticket as in Figure 3, and encrypt it with its private key, then give it to the seller 

node. When the seller node encounters the AP, it will send the trade ticket to TTP by AP, 

and obtain its corresponding credits. 
 

BuyerSeller Price SigBuyerMessageID

KBuyer(H(MessageID|Seller|Buyer|Price))

 

Figure 3. Trade Ticket 

In the trade ticket, MessageID is the message identifier, Seller is the seller node, Buyer 

is buyer node, Price is the trade price, SigBuyer is the digital signature of buyer node, KBuyer 

is the private key of buyer node, and H is the hash function to generate the summary to 

ensure the integrity of message. 

 

4.2. Message Expectation Value Calculation 

When trading message, nodes need to calculate the message expectation value by 

message delivery probability and node congestion degree. Only when the message 

expectation value of seller is smaller than buyer, they can trade the message. The message 

expectation value is determined by the delivery probability and node congestion degree. 

The lower the delivery probability is, the smaller the message expectation value is. When 

the node congestion degree is higher, message has higher probability of being dropped 

due to buffer overflow, so the message expectation value will be smaller. Assuming that 

the destination node of message m in node Ni is node Nd, then the expectation value V of 

message m is calculated by Eq.(1). 

 

  = (1 )  (1 ),  0 1idV  P ConDegree                                 (1) 

 

where  idP is the delivery probability of node Ni for message m, which has relation with 

the message remain time and encounter time between nodes Ni and Nd, ConDegree is the 

node congestion degree before message m is transferred and expired,  is the weight of 

node congestion degree, which is calculated as follow: 

 

/ (   )  idConDegree ConDegree P                               (2) 

 

When ConDegree is larger, the node will be more congested, and then the weight   is 

greater.  

It can be seen that the message expectation value will be larger, when having higher 

message delivery probability and smaller congestion degree.  

The process of calculating the message delivery probability  idP and node congestion 

degree ConDegree  is as follows: 

1) Calculating the message delivery probability  idP  

As [20,21], we also assume that the nodes encounter time follows an exponential 

distribution with mean value 1/λid , where λid represents the contact frequency between 

nodes Ni and Nd. The contact frequency λid between nodes Ni and Nd  can be calculated by 

the following time average method: 

 

  
1

= /
n l

id idl
n t


                                       (3) 
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where 1

idt , 2

idt ,…, n

idt  are encounter time samples between nodes Ni and Nd. Thus, the 

Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the encounter time tid between nodes Ni and Nd 

can be expressed as Eq.(4). 

 
 

( )  id id
id

idf t e t                                          (4) 

 

Therefore, for the message m of node Ni, if the destination node is node Nd and the 

remaining valid time is tremain, then the delivery probability of node Ni for message m is 

expressed as Eq.(5). 

 

  
  

0
( ) =  ( ) = ( )  1  

remain
id remain

t
t

id remain id remain id idP t P t t f t dt e                  (5) 

 

The remaining valid time tremain is calculated as:  

 

  = TTL +  remain create currentt t t                            (6) 

 

where TTL is the lifetime of message m， createt is the message generation time, currentt is 

the current time when nodes Ni and Nj encounter. 

 

2) Calculating the node congestion degree ConDegree   

The node congestion degree ConDegree  is calculated by Eq.(7). 

 

 

 

0,                                 

 = 1 / ,   0 <  

1,                                 0                  

t

t t

t

BufFree BufTh

ConDegree BufFree BufTh BufFree BufTh

BufFree



 

 

                   (7) 

 

where tBufFree is the free buffer size when message m will be transferred to the 

destination node and TTL is expired, BufTh  is the threshold of free buffer. When 

tBufFree is smaller, the node has less space to buffer messages, so the node congestion 

degree ConDegree  will be higher. 

The value of tBufFree is calculated as： 

 

    t currentBufFree BufFree R t                                      (8) 

 

where BufFreecurrent is the current free buffer size when nodes Ni and Nj encounter, R is the 

message receiving speed, min(1/ ,  )id ramaint t  , 1/ id denotes the mean encounter time 

between nodes Ni and Nd , tremain is the message remaining valid time. When the message 

receiving speed R is larger, many messages will come into the buffer, then tBufFree  will 

be smaller. 

When calculating the message receiving speed R, the time is divided to many periods 

by period T , then the value of R in a period T is expressed as: 

 

  (   ) /begin endR BufFree BufFree T                                   (9) 

 

where BufFreebegin is the free buffer size at the beginning time of period T , and 

BufFreeend  is the free buffer size at the end time of period T . To restrain the effect of 
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temporary burst, the new message receiving speed R is calculated by the average of the 

current three successive messages receiving speed. 

 

4.3. Message Trade between Nodes 

 

4.3.1. The Message Auction Model: When encountering, two nodes will trade the 

messages by the double auction model according to message expectation values. 

Assuming that the seller and buyer bid  ( )sell sellBid V  and ( )buy buyBid V  according to the 

message expectation values Vsell, Vbuy  respectively. As in[22], if  buy sellBid Bid , then 

the seller and buyer will trade the message by the final price of 

  = + (1 ) , sell buyPrice kBid k Bid 0 1k  , otherwise, no trade is made. Assuming that the 

seller and buyer do not know each other’s real message expectation value, i.e., the 

message expectation value is private information, and the expectation value 

V follows a uniform distribution ( )F V on the interval [0,1], where ( )F V is the 

cumulative distribution function. Then the double auction is a static game of 

incomplete information, i.e., bayesian game. The model of the bayesian game[23] is 

as:  

Players：seller, buyer 

States： The set of all profiles (Vsell, Vbuy) of values, where 0≤ Vsell ≤1, 0≤ Vbuy ≤1. 

Actions： Each player’s set of actions is the set of possible bids (nonnegative 

numbers). 

Signals： 

The set of signals that each player may observe is the set of possible values. The signal 

function Tsell  of player seller is given by Tsell (Vsell, Vbuy) = Vsell, Tbuy of player buyer is Tbuy 

(Vsell, Vbuy) = Vbuy (each player knows her own value).  

Beliefs： 

Player seller assigns probability F(Vbuy) to the event that the value of player buyer is at 

most Vbuy. Player buyer assigns probability F(Vsell) to the event that the value of player 

seller is at most Vsell. 

Payoff functions： 

Player seller’s payoff is    = + (1 )sell sell buy sellU kBid k Bid V  , if buy sellBid Bid , and 0 if 

 buy sellBid Bid . Player buyer’s payoff is    = ( +(1 ) )buy buy sell buyU V kBid k Bid  ,if  buy sellBid Bid ,and 

0 if  buy sellBid Bid . 

In the bayesian game, the strategy  ( )sell sellBid V of seller is the function of message 

expectation value sellV , the strategy ( )buy buyBid V of buyer is the function of buyV . The 

strategy combination ( *
 ( )sellsellBid V , * ( )buybuyBid V ) is an optimal strategy if and only if it 

satisfies the following two conditions: 

1) Seller optimal. *
 ( )sellsellBid V is one solution to the optimization question in Eq.(10). 

 

 [  (1 )E[ ( ) |  ( )  ]  ] { ( )  }max
sell

sell buy buy buy buy sell sell buy buy sell

Bid

 kBid k Bid V Bid V Bid V P Bid V Bid                  (10) 

 

E[ ( ) |  ( )  ]buy buy buy buy sellBid V Bid V Bid  is the expectation bid of buyer, when the seller’s 

bid is lower than buyer. { ( )  }buy buy sellP Bid V Bid is the probability that ( ) buy buyBid V is 

greater than or equal to sellBid . 

2) Buyer optimal. * ( )buybuyBid V is one solution to the optimization question in Eq.(11). 

 

    [  ((1 )  E[ ( ) |   ( )])] {  ( )}max
buy

buy buy sell sell buy sell sell buy sell sell

Bid

 Bid k Bid k Bid V Bid Bid V P Bid Bid V                   (11) 
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E[ ( ) | ( )]sell sell buy sell sellBid V Bid Bid V  is the expectation bid of seller, when the seller’s bid 

is lower than buyer.  {  ( )}buy sell sellP Bid Bid V is the probability that buyBid is greater than or 

equal to ( )sell sellBid V . 

 

4.3.2. Solving the Bayesian Equilibrium of Double Auction Model: Assuming the 

seller and buyer adopt the line bid strategy in Eqs.(12) and Eq.(13). 

 

  ( )  =  + sell sell sellsell sellBid V V                                       (12) 

 

  ( )  =  + buy buy buybuy buyBid V V                                       (13) 

  

1) The process of solving the optimal bid sellBid of seller is as: 

buyV  follows a uniform distribution of [0,1], so  ( ) buy buyBid V follows a uniform 

distribution of [ buy , +buy buy  ], then in Eq.(10), it can be concluded that :  

 

+  
{ ( )  } = 

sellbuy buy
buy buy sell

buy

Bid
P Bid V Bid

 




                            (14) 

 
+1

1
E[ ( ) | ( ) ]  = ( + )

{ ( )  } 2

buy buy

sellBid
buy

buy buy buy buy sell sell buy buy
buy buy sell

xdx

Bid V Bid V Bid Bid
P Bid V Bid

 


   




  (15) 

 

Substituting Eqs.(14) and (15) into the objective function of seller in Eq.(10), then it 

can be concluded that： 

 

  

+  1
[  (  + )  ] max

2sell

sellbuy buy
sell sell sellbuy buy

Bid
buy

Bidk
 kBid Bid V

 
 




                (16) 

 

Differentiating the Eq.(16) with respect to sellBid  yields the optimal bid of seller: 

 

  
1

= ( + ) + 
1 1

sell sellbuy buy

k
Bid V

k k
 

 
                               (17) 

 

2) The process of solving the optimal bid buyBid of buyer is as: 

sellV  follows a uniform distribution of [0,1]， so  ( ) sell sellBid V  follows a uniform 

distribution of [ sell , +sell sell  ],  then in Eq.(11)： 

 

 
 

 
{  ( )} = 

buy sell
buy sell sell

sell

Bid
P Bid Bid V






                             (18) 

 

 

1

1
E[ ( ) | ( )]   = ( + )

{  ( )} 2

buy

sell

Bid

sell
sell sell buy sell sell buysell

buy sell sell

xdx

Bid V Bid Bid V Bid
P Bid Bid V


 




         (19) 

 

Substituting Eqs.(18) and (19) into the objective function of buyer in Eq.(11), then： 
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  1

[  ((1 )  (  +  ))]max
2buy

buy sell
buy buy buysell

Bid
sell

Bid
 V k Bid k Bid







                        (20) 

 

Differentiating the Eq.(20) with respect to buyBid  yields the optimal bid of buyer: 

    
1 1

=   
2 2

buy buysell

k
Bid V

k k





 
                                      (21) 

 

Combining Eqs.(12), (13), (17) and (21), the optimal bids of seller and buyer are as 

follows: 

    
1

=  + 
2 1

sell sell
k

Bid V
k

                                           (22) 

 

    
( 1) 1

=  + 
2( 2) 2

buy buy
k k

Bid V
k k



 
                                      (23) 

Theorem 1： For a message, if the seller and buyer can trade successfully, then the 

message expectation values Vsell and Vbuy must satisfy the condition  
2

  
1 2

buy sell
k k

V V
k


 


. 

Proof：If a message is traded successfully, then: 

 

 

 

Eqs.(22)(23)

                

( 1) 1 1
  +   + 
2( 2) 2 2 1

2
  
1 2

    

buy sell

buy sell

buy sell

Bid Bid

k k k
V V

k k k

k k
V V

k






  











 

It is the end of proof.  

 

5. Performance Evaluation 
 

5.1. Simulation Setup 

We implement CANCMDA on the Opportunistic Networking Environment simulator 

[24], and evaluate its performance in the data sets of Infocom 05[25] and Cambridge 06 

[26]. Infocom 05 is a data set collected during the Infocom 2005 student workshop. It 

contains 41 devices and covers approximately 3 days. The iMotes are programmed to log 

contacts of all visible mobile devices and a number of external devices which are not used 

in this paper. Cambridge 06 is a data set collected by distributing Intel iMotes to students 

of Cambridge university. This data set contains 36 nodes and covers 11 days. To be fair, 

the k in the final price is 1/2, so the buyer and seller can carry equal weights in 

determining the final price. In Eq.(7), BufTh is 0.1 times of total buffer size. More than 

70% of the nodes’ encounter times are not greater than one hour in Infocom 05 and 12 

hours in Cambridge 06[27], so in Eq.(9), we set min(1 ,  TTL)T h ， min(12 ,  TTL)T h  for 

the two data sets respectively. Every node has an initial credit of 100, and pays 1 credit 

for each delivered message. Further details on the default setup are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Setting 

Simulation time Infocom05:274883s; Cambridge06:964416s 

Warm up time 30000s  

Tail time 30000s  

Message generation interval 5~15s 

Message size 1MB 

Buffer size Infocom05: 80MB; Cambridge06:200MB 

Data transmission speed 250kBps 

 

5.2. Performance Comparison 

CANCMDA is compared with the Direct routing mechanism where each node only 

stores its own messages, but does not forward messages for others, Smart mechanism[16] 

and Multicent mechanism[17]. The performance metrics of delivery ratio, delivery delay, 

overhead ratio and cumulative utility are introduced to evaluate the routing performance. 

The delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of successful delivered messages and total 

generated messages in the network; delivery delay is the average delivery delays of 

messages delivered to the destination node; overhead ratio is defined as the ratio of the 

total number of forwarding messages and the number of successfully delivered messages, 

which denotes how much times forwarding is needed to successfully deliver a message. 

Cumulative utility is the total credits obtained by a node, including the credits to pay for 

the delivered messages. We evaluate the impact of buffer size, TTL, and message 

generation interval on performance. 

 

5.2.1. Effect of Buffer Size: As shown in Figure 4, the delivery ratio increases as the 

buffer size increases for all the 4 routing mechanisms. This is because nodes can 

carry more messages with larger buffer, and subsequently deliver more messages 

successfully. The delivery ratio of Direct is lowest, this is because each node only 

stores its own messages, and cannot forward the messages to others with higher 

delivery probability. As a result, some messages are dropped due to fullness of 

buffer or expiration of TTL. The delivery ratio of CANCMDA is higher than Smart 

and Multicent mechanisms. This is because Smart and Multicent cooperation 

mechanisms only encourage nodes to deliver the messages to other nodes with 

higher delivery probability, without considering the congestion problem. Many 

messages will be dropped when the receiving node has no free buffer. In 

CANCMDA, when the receiving node is congested, it will decrease the message 

expectation value according to the congestion degree and reduce the probability of 

trading successfully. Then the messages will be transferred to the nodes less 

congested, and avoid being dropped, so the message delivery ratio of CANCMDA is 

higher than other mechanisms. 
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(a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 4. Delivery Ratio for Varying Buffer Size (a) Infocom05, (b) 
Cambridge06 

The impact of buffer size on delay is shown in Figure5. It can be seen that delivery 

delay increases as buffer size increases for all the 4 routing mechanisms. This is because 

when the buffer size increases, nodes can store and deliver more messages with longer 

delay, leading to the increased average delivery delay.  

In Direct mechanism, each node only stores its own messages, cannot forward the 

messages to others with smaller delivery delay, so the average delivery delay is largest. 

The average delivery delay of CANCMDA is slightly larger than Smart and Multicent 

mechanisms. One reason is that the delivery ratio of CANCMDA is higher as in Figure 4, 

so more messages with longer delay are delivered, leading to the larger average delivery 

delay. Another reason is that in CANCMDA, a receiving node with high congestion 

degree may reject to forward the message to avoid it being dropped, and the message will 

be forwarded to another node with more free buffer but slightly lower delivery 

probability, leading to the larger average delivery delay. 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 5. Delivery Delay for varying Buffer Size (a) Infocom05, (b) 
Cambridge06 

The impact of buffer size on overhead ratio is shown in Figure 6. In Direct mechanism, 

each node only stores its own messages which are never forwarded by others, so the 

overhead ratio is always 1. For CANCMDA, Smart and Multicent mechanisms, the 

impact of buffer size has two aspects. On the one hand, as buffer size increases, nodes can 
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get more forwarding chances, so the number of forwarding will increases, leading to the 

increase of overhead ratio. On the other hand, more messages are successfully delivered, 

leading to the decrease of overhead ratio. When the first impact outweighs the second 

one, then the overhead ratio increases. Otherwise the overhead ratio decreases. 

The overhead ratios of Smart and Multicent are much higher than CANCMDA, this is 

because many messages are forwarded to the nodes with higher congestion degree 

through many hops, but finally dropped due to the node congestion. These invalid 

forwardings will increase the overhead ratios of Smart and Multicent mechanisms. In 

addition, from theorem 1, we can see that if a message is traded successfully when k is 1/2, 

it has to satisfy the condition that  1/ 4buy sellV V  . The difference of buyV and sellV  has to 

be greater than or equal to the threshold of 1/4, will also decreases the overhead ratio of 

CANCMDA. From above, we know that CANCMDA can achieve a higher message 

delivery ratio with lower overhead ratio, compared with other mechanisms, although 

having a slightly larger delay. 

 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 6. Overhead Ratio for Varying Buffer Size (a) Infocom05, (b) 
Cambridge06 

5.2.2. Effect of TTL: The impact of TTL on delivery ratio is shown in Figure 7. The 

delivery ratio increases as the TTL increases for all the 4 routing mechanisms, 

because the message delivery chance is better with longer TTL. The delivery ratio 

of Direct scheme is lowest. This is because each node only stores its own messages, 

and cannot forward messages to other nodes with higher delivery probability. As a 

result, some messages are dropped due to the fullness of buffer or expiration of 

TTL. The delivery ratio of CANCMDA is higher than the Smart and Multicent 

mechanisms, because it can effectively avoid the node congestion. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 7. Delivery Ratio for Varying TTL (a) Infocom05, (b) Cambridge06 

Figure 8 shows the impact of TTL on delay. It can be seen that delivery delay increases 

as TTL increases for 4 mechanisms. This is because as the TTL increases, nodes can store 

and deliver more messages with longer delay, leading to the increased average delivery 

delay. The delivery delay of Direct mechanism is largest, because node cannot forward 

the messages to others with smaller delivery delay. The average delivery delay of 

CANCMDA is larger because many messages are forwarded to the forwarding nodes with 

more free buffer but slightly lower delivery probability to avoid being dropped. 

 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 8. Delivery Delay for Varying TTL (a) Infocom05, (b) Cambridge06 

Figure 9 shows the impact of TTL on overhead ratio. In Direct mechanism, the 

overhead ratio is always 1, because the messages are not forwarded by other nodes. For 

the other 3 routing mechanisms, on the one hand, as message TTL increases, nodes can 

get more forwarding chance, leading to the increase of overhead ratio. On the other hand, 

more messages are successfully delivered, leading to the decrease of overhead ratio. The 

overhead ratio of CANCMDA mechanism is lower than Smart and Multicent 

mechanisms, due to the same reason as section 5.2.1. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 9. Overhead Ratio for Varying TTL (a) Infocom05, (b) Cambridge06 

5.2.3. Effect of Message Generation Interval: In Figure10, it can be seen that the 

delivery ratio increases with the increase of message generation interval. When the 

message generation interval is larger, the total messages generated in the network 

will be smaller, and nodes can have enough resource of buffer and bandwidth to 

forward messages, so the delivery ratio is higher. 

In Direct mechanism, node only forwards its own messages, so the delivery ratio is 

lowest. The delivery ratio of CANCMDA is much higher than Smart and Multicent 

mechanisms when the message generation interval is small. This is because when the 

message generation interval is small, more nodes will be congested, and CANCMDA 

mechanism can effectively reduce the impact of congestion. When the message 

generation interval is larger than 20, all nodes will have enough buffer, so CANCMDA, 

Smart and Multicent mechanisms have similar delivery ratios. 

 
 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 10. Delivery Ratio for Varying Generation Interval (a) Infocom05, 
(b)Cambridge06 

Figure11 shows the impact of message generation interval on delay. It can be seen that 

delivery delay increases for all the 4 mechanisms as the message generation interval 

increases. When the message generation interval is small, more messages are generated in 

the network; so many messages with longer TTL will be dropped due to the limited 

buffer. Because the messages with longer delay can be forwarded when message 
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generation interval is larger, the delivery delay will increase as the message generation 

interval increases. The average delivery delay of CANCMDA is larger than Smart and 

Multicent mechanisms, when the message generation interval is small. This is also 

because when the message generation interval is small, more messages are forwarded to 

the forwarding nodes with more free buffer but slightly lower delivery probability to 

avoid being dropped. When the message generation interval is larger, CANCMDA, Smart 

and Multicent mechanisms will have similar delivery delay, because nodes are not 

congested. 
 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 11. Delivery Delay for Varying Generation Interval (a) Infocom05, (b) 
Cambridge06 

As shown in Figure 12, the overhead ratio of Direct mechanism is always 1. For the 

other 3 routing mechanisms, the impact has two aspects. On the one hand, as message 

generation interval increases, nodes can have enough bandwidth to forward messages, so 

the number of forwarding will increases, leading to the increase of overhead ratio. On the 

other hand, nodes will also have much buffer to deliver more messages, leading to the 

decrease of overhead ratio. When the first impact outweighs the second one, the overhead 

ratio increases, otherwise the overhead ratio decreases. The overhead ratio of CANCMDA 

mechanism is lower than Smart and Multicent mechanisms. 
 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 12. Overhead Ratio for Varying Generation Interval (a) Infocom05, (b) 
Cambridge06 
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5.2.4. Cumulative Utility Comparison: As shown in Figure 13, in CANCMDA, most 

of the nodes can get more utilities than Smart and Multicent mechanisms. In Smart 

and Multicent, many messages are forwarded to the node with higher congestion 

degree, and being dropped due to the node congestion. In Smart, the total credits 

paid by the source node is divided by all the forwarding nodes, so when a message 

is dropped, all the forwarding nodes will lose their credits and get fewer utilities 

than the nodes in CANCMDA. In Multicent, the message destination nodes have to 

pay for the forwarding nodes even when a message is dropped, so the destination 

nodes will get fewer utilities due to the dropped message. CANCMDA mechanism 

can effectively reduce the number of messages dropped due to congestion, so the 

nodes can get more utilities than other mechanisms. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. Cumulative Utility Comparison (a) Infocom05, (b)Cambridge06 

6. Conclusion and Recommendation 

In this paper, in order to effectively stimulate the selfish nodes of opportunistic 

networks to cooperatively forward messages when nodes are congested, a congestion-

aware node cooperation mechanism based on double auction, called CANCMDA is 

proposed. In CANCMDA, nodes determine the congestion degree according to the current 
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free buffer size and message receiving speed. Nodes calculate the message expectation 

value by the delivery probability and congestion degree, then trade the messages based on 

double auction model, thereby achieving the cooperation. Trace driven experiments verify 

that CANCMDA can achieve a higher message delivery ratio with lower overhead ratio, 

compared with other mechanisms. Since this work focuses on the single copy routing, and 

our future direction is to explore an effective congestion aware node cooperation 

mechanism for the multi-copy routing and data dissemination in opportunistic networks. 
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